EASTER IN THE UK

Task 1 – Before you watch the video make sure that you know the highlighted words, if not consult the dictionary!

Task 2 – Watch the video about EASTER IN THE UK and decide if the statements below are TRUE or FALSE. If False, apply all necessary corrections to make the statement sound relevant.

1) Easter is a religious festival. – T □ / F □
2) Easter celebrates the resurrection of Jesus Christ after his death. – T □ / F □
3) Around the Easter holidays British people have lots of Easter festivity symbols like ducks and ducklets, chickens and chicks, and chocolate bunnies. – T □ / F □
4) The Easter bunny is a mythical creature that protects the eggs that you have found during your Easter Hunt. – T □ / F □
5) The schools in the UK break up for the whole 3 weeks during Easter time. – T □ / F □
6) People still send “Happy Easter!” greeting cards and this is a very popular tradition. – T □ / F □
7) Easter in the UK is not as big holiday as Christmas, for example. – T □ / F □
8) One of the most popular aspects of Easter celebrations is chocolate. – T □ / F □
9) Only in some stores of the British towns you will find shelves full of chocolate eggs. – T □ / F □
10) There exist lots of different variations of chocolate eggs. – T □ / F □
11) Chocolate is the only sweet treat that British people associate with Easter. – T □ / F □
12) A hot cross bun is a very delicious thing with a nice cup of coffee. – T □ / F □
13) An Easter Hunt is a traditional Easter activity. – T □ / F □
14) During an Easter Hunt you have to look for miniature eggs hidden in different places around the park or the house or the garden. – T □ / F □
15) During an Easter Hunt you have to follow clue after clue and after clue until you find real Easter eggs. – T □ / F □
16) Britain also has Easter bonnet competition, when people put lots of decorations on their hats. – T □ / F □
17) There used to be a tradition to paint a lot of pretty colours on wooden eggs at Easter. – T □ / F □
EASTER IN THE UK (KEYS)

1) Easter is a religious festival. – T
2) Easter celebrates the resurrection of Jesus Christ after his death. – T
3) Around the Easter holidays British people have lots of Easter festivity symbols like ducks and ducklets, chickens and chicks, and chocolate bunnies. – T
4) The Easter bunny is a mythical creature that protects the eggs that you have found during your Easter Hunt. – F
5) The schools in the UK break up for the whole 3 weeks during Easter time. – F
6) People still send “Happy Easter!” greeting cards and this is a very popular tradition. – F
7) Easter in the UK is not as big holiday as Christmas, for example. – T
8) One of the most popular aspects of Easter celebrations is chocolate. – T
9) Only in some stores of the British towns you will find shelves full of chocolate eggs. – F
10) There exist lots of different variations of chocolate eggs. – T
11) Chocolate is the only sweet treat that British people associate with Easter. – F
12) A hot cross bun is a very delicious thing with a nice cup of coffee. – F
13) An Easter Hunt is a traditional Easter activity. – T
14) During an Easter Hunt you have to look for miniature eggs hidden in different places around the park or the house or the garden. – T
15) During an Easter Hunt you have to follow clue after clue and after clue until you find real Easter eggs. – F
16) Britain also has Easter bonnet competition, when people put lots of decorations on their hats. – T
17) There used to be a tradition to paint a lot of pretty colours on wooden eggs at Easter. – F